Rescue workers removing the dead and wounded yesterday from one of the four Madrid commuter trains that were bombed. At Atocha station, 10 Bombs Shatter Trains in Madrid, Killing 192

SAN FRANCISCO, March 11 Ñ Ten bombs ripped through four commuter trains in the deadliest terrorist attack on a European target since World War II, killing at least 192 people and wounding more than 1,400. Spanish authorities blamed the attacks on Islamic militants and said they were planning more explosions.

By ELAINE SCIOLINO

The Spanish authorities initially suspected ETA, the Basque separatist group, but it later appeared that they had indications of possible Al Qaeda involvement. French security official said in the chaotic aftermath of the attack that Islamic militants had been involved in the Madrid bombings. A senior French intelligence official announced the discovery of new evidence that could link the Spanish bombers to the al Qaeda-Osama bin Laden network.

The scale of the violence, the indiscriminate nature of the killing and the destruction of the four commuter trains at the heart of Madrid showed that the Madrid bombings were a calculated attack by seasoned terrorists. The attacks on the Atocha commuter station, the main transport hub in the city center, is a chilling reminder of the deadly terror tactics used by Islamic militants in the past.

In the chaotic aftermath of the Madrid bombings, the Spanish authorities initially suspected ETA, the Basque separatist group, but it later appeared they had indications of possible Al Qaeda involvement. A French security official said in the chaotic aftermath of the attack that Islamic militants had been involved in the Madrid bombings. A senior French intelligence official announced the discovery of new evidence that could link the Spanish bombers to the al Qaeda-Osama bin Laden network.
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